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Abstract While quasar outflows may be quasi-ubiqui-
tous, there are significant differences on a source-by-
source basis. These differences can be organized along
the 4D Eigenvector 1 sequence: at least at low z, with
only Population A sources radiating at relatively high
Eddington ratio and showing prominent high-velocity
outflows in Civ λ1549 line profiles. We discuss in this
paper VLT-FORS observations of Civ λ1549 emission
line profiles for a high-luminosity sample of Hamburg-
ESO quasars and how they are affected by outflow
motion as a function of quasar luminosity. Our high-
luminosity sample has the notable advantage that the
rest frame has been accurately determined from previ-
ous VLT-ISAAC observations of Hβ in the J, H, and K
bands. This makes measures of inter-line velocity shifts
accurate and free of systemic biases. As the redshift in-
creases and the luminosity of the brightest quasars in-
creases, powerful, high-velocity outflows become more
frequent. We discuss the outflow contextualisation, fol-
lowing the 4DE1 formalism, as a tool for understanding
the nature of the so-called weak lined quasars (WLQ)
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discovered in recent years as a new, poorly understood
class of quasars. We estimate the kinetic power associ-
ated with Civ λ1549 outflows and suggest that the host
galaxies in the most luminous sources likely experience
significant feedback.
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1 Introduction

The optical and UV spectra of quasars show broad and
narrow lines emitted by ionic species over a wide range
of ionization potentials. A quasar spectrum is usu-
ally easily recognizable with the same emission lines
almost always present and usually strong (W ∼ 20
– 200 Å) (with some exceptions §4.2) in all type-1
AGN. It is useful to distinguish between high- and low-
ionization lines (hereafter HILs and LILs, respectively):
Civ λ1549, Heiiλ4686, Heii λ1640, Ovi λ1035 among
the strongest HILs. Balmer (Hβ, Hα), optical Feii,
Mgii λ2800and the Caii IR triplet are frequently ob-
served LILs. We can also between high and low ion-
ization narrow lines: [Oiii] λλ4959,5007, Heii λ1640,
Heiiλ4686, [Neiii] (HILs) and Balmer, Oi λ1304, Sii
λλ6717,6730, [Nii] λλ6548,6583 (LILs). Apart from
these commonalities, it is important to remark that
quasars show widely differing line profiles, intensity ra-
tios, and ionization levels (e.g., Marziani et al. 2015).
This is made evident by a comparison between the pro-
totypical Narrow Line Seyfert 1 (NLsy1) I Zw 1, and
a broader line object like NGC 5548 (Sulentic et al.
2000). In this context it is especially important to stress
that lines do not all show the same profiles. Internal
emission line shifts involve both broad and narrow lines
(Zamanov et al. 2002; Eracleous and Halpern 2003; Hu
et al. 2008; Hewett and Wild 2010). Narrow LILs such
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as narrow Hβ and [Oii] λ3727 are the most suitable for

estimating the quasar systemic redshift; however they

are not easily observable at z > 1 since they are shifted

into the IR. Quasar systemic redshifts reported in lit-

erature are significantly more uncertain if z > 1. Sys-

temic biases in the SDSS spectra as large as 600 km s−1

have been identified (Hewett and Wild 2010). They are

of the same order of magnitude of internal emission

line shifts between HILs and LILs in quasars (Gaskell

1982; Tytler and Fan 1992; Marziani et al. 1996; Corbin

1997).

There is general consensus that broadening of op-

tical and UV emission lines is mostly associated with

the Doppler effect reflecting emitting gas motions rel-

ative to the observer (scattering and gravitational red-

shift effects are not clearly assessed in quasar spectra

e.g., Gaskell and Goosmann 2013). HIL blueshifts pro-

vide evidence of outflow (if the receding side of the out-

flow is hidden from view, as in an optically thick accre-

tion disk with associated wind) but require rest frame

knowledge and proper contextualisation for a correct

analysis. A first contextualisation (e.g. radio quiet vs.

radio loud; Sulentic et al. 1995; Corbin 1997) showed

intriguing differences between RQ and RL quasars with

large blueshifts observed only among RQ sources (§2).

We discuss here our VLT-FORS Civ λ1549 spectra of

high luminosity quasars (their location in the absolute

magnitude vs. redshift plane is shown in Fig. 1) where

a reliable rest frame could be estimated from narrow

LILs, typically the narrow component of Hβ (§3). We

report on the behaviour of the Civ λ1549 emission line

profile as a function of luminosity, using the interpre-

tative tools provided by the 4D eigenvector 1 approach

(4DE1, §4). We derive inferences about the nature of

weak-lined quasars (§4.2) and demonstrate that nuclear

outflows traced by Civ λ1549 are expected to have a

strong feedback effect on the host galaxy, especially for

the most luminous Pop. A quasars (§5).

2 (4D)Eigenvector 1 quasar contextualization

at low-z

The (4D) Eigenvector 1 quasar contextualization sch-

eme at low-z offers a powerful tool for interpretation

of the Civ λ1549 emission line profile. Eigenvector

1 was originally defined from a Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) of 87 PG quasars involving an anticor-

relation between optical FeII intensity, half-maximum

profile width of Hβ and peak intensity of [Oiii]λ5007

(Boroson and Green 1992). E1 expanded to 4DE1 with

the addition of X-ray photon index and Civ λ1549 pro-

file shift measures (Sulentic et al. 2000, 2008, 2011).

4DE1 allows one to define a quasar main sequence

in 4DE1 space (Sulentic et al. 2000; Marziani et al.

2001). The 4DE1 approach allows the definition of

spectral types following source occupation in the op-

tical plane FWHM(Hβ) vs RFeII (Sulentic et al. 2002)

and can be extended to include all four dimensions e.g.

(Bachev et al. 2004). Along the sequence, it is pos-

sible to identify two populations: Population A with

FWHM(Hβ)≤ 4000 km s−1, and a second Population

B of sources with broader lines (see Sulentic et al. 2007,

2011, for the rationale behind two distinct quasar popu-

lations). Here we mention that, at low-z ( <∼ 1.0), Pop.

A sources include narrow-line Seyfert 1s (NLSy1s) and

strong Fe iiopt emitters. Pop. B sources show weaker

Feii emission and LIL emission broad profiles that are

often redward asymmetric (Marziani et al. 2003a). In

low-z samples Pop. B sources are systematically more

massive (MBH∼ 109 M�) than Pop. A, and the wide

majority of Fanaroff-Riley II powerful radio sources be-

longs to Pop. B (Zamfir et al. 2008). Pop. B sources

could be therefore seen as more “evolved” AGN than

Pop. A sources. Heuristic considerations and black hole

and Eddington ratio estimates suggest that the princi-

pal driver of the quasar main sequence is Eddington

ratio (e.g., Marziani et al. 2001, 2003b; Kuraszkiewicz

et al. 2009). Population A and B are distinct in terms

of Eddington ratio: the boundary value (for BH mass of

108 M�) is estimated to be L/LEdd≈ 0.2±0.1 (Marziani

et al. 2003b). It is interesting to note that this is the

limit at which the transition from a geometrically thin

to a geometrically thick disk is expected (Abramowicz

et al. 1988; Frank et al. 2002, and references therein).

2.1 Interpretation of the Civ λ1549 emission line

profile along the 4DE1 sequence

The strongest emission lines can be empirically repro-

duced by 3 components with varying relative strength

along the 4DE1 sequence (Marziani et al. 2010): (a)

a blueshifted component (BLUE), strong in Lyα,

Civ λ1549, Heii λ1640; (b) a “Broad Component”

(BC), strong in all low ionization lines: Fe iiopt, Mgii

λ2800, Hi Balmer lines; (c) a “Very Broad Component”

(VBC FWHM∼10000 km s−1; Peterson and Ferland

1986; Marziani and Sulentic 1993; Corbin 1997; Sulen-

tic et al. 2000), redshifted; strong in Lyα, Civ λ1549,

Heiiλ4686, Balmer lines but absent or at most weak in

Feii.

Blueshifts have been associated with radial motion

+ obscuration since their discovery (Gaskell 1982). The

blueshifted component is meant to isolate, in a heuris-

tic way, the contribution of the radially-moving (most
likely outflowing) gas. The approach is heuristic since,
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in a multicomponent decomposition, we are isolating
radial velocity components that may have no obvious
counterpart in physical space. At the same time, inter-
percentile velocity intensity ratios for the blue part of
the profile are very different from the ones estimated
over the core or of lines showing an almost symmet-
ric profile. Since the emission line profiles originate
in a spatially unresolved region, to ignore emission line
shifts and asymmetries, and take an intensity ratio over
the full profile can easily bring to misleading results.
We can use Mark 478 as a representative example of
spectral type A2, the most populated A spectral type;
the same consideration apply to BLUE of the other
A spectral type (Marziani et al. 2010). If the Civ
λ1549/Hβ ratio is computed over the full profile from
the Mark 478 spectrum, it is ≈ 19, for the unshifted
BC component is ≈1.4. Clear constraints on physical
conditions emerge if the line components are consid-
ered individually. It is possible to measure fairly accu-
rately the following intensity ratios for BLUE: Lyα/Hβ
( >∼ 30), Civ λ1549/ Lyα (∼ 0.5), Heii λ1640/Civ
λ1549 ( >∼ 0.15). Results of Cloudy 08.00 (Ferland et al.
1998, 2013) simulations as a function of density and ion-
ization parameter U indicate that BLUE is consistent
with high ionization (U ∼ 10−1±0.5) and moderate den-
sity (nH∼ 109.5±0.5 cm−2). The large Lyα/Hβ >∼ 30
is very different from the ones of the other components
( Lyα/Hβ ≈ 5 – 10, Netzer et al. 1995). This latter
value is difficult to explain for photoionization models.
On the converse Lyα/Hβ >∼ 30 is expected under more
standard physical conditions.

The decomposition involving BLUE is consistent
with some models proposed in the past, such as those
by Collin-Souffrin et al. (1986) and Elvis (2000). In the
framework of these models, the blueshifted component
is associated with radially outflowing clouds surround-
ing an accretion disk, or with a (non-rotating) wind
driven by radiation pressure. There is fairly convinc-
ing evidence that strongest outflows are associated with
the highest Eddington ratio values (L/LEdd; e.g., Boro-
son 2002; Marziani et al. 2003b; Baskin and Laor 2005;
Richards 2012; Marziani et al. 2013b) where we indeed
expect the strongest effect of radiation pressure.

Further interpretation of the heuristic decomposi-
tion of the broad profiles involves “stratification” of
the emitting region: the broad component is associ-
ated with a lower ionization Broad Line Region (BLR),
where line broadening is predominantly virial, and
where Feii, Caii are emitted (Loli Mart́ınez-Aldama
et al. 2015, and references therein). The very broad
component is associated with a high-ionization inner
region, the Very Broad Line Region (VBLR) that emits
no Feii and shows lower continuum responsivity (Sned-
den and Gaskell 2007; Goad and Korista 2014). The

stratification is consistent with virial motions dominat-
ing the core of the Pop. B LILs. The LIL profiles
often show asymmetries but the amplitude of the shifts
is usually much less than the FWHM (Sulentic 1989;
Marziani et al. 2003a; Zamfir et al. 2010). For reviews
on the relation between emission line properties and
accretion disk see Gaskell (2008) and Gaskell (2009).

2.2 Interpretation of the line profile: a narrow
component for Civ λ1549?

The long-slit spectra are far from resolving the broad
line emitting region (size ∼ 1 − 10 pc). The half-slit
width of 0.3 arcsec covers ≈ ± 2.5 kpc from the nu-
cleus. In addition to the BLR, a part of the (usually
resolved) narrow line region (NLR) is included in the
slit. The profiles of Civ λ1549 and Hβ are therefore the
summation of contributions which may be separated (or
overlapping) in radial velocity, but not necessarily spa-
tially disjoint (or coincident). The interpretation of the
line profile will follow a series of heuristic considerations
which come from past analysis of large samples of high
S/N spectra. As mentioned, we identified 4 main com-
ponents: 1) the narrow component; 2) the broad com-
ponent; 3) the very broad component; 4) a blueshifted
component (Marziani et al. 2003b, 2010). The NC is
partially resolved in nearby AGN. It is easily apprecia-
ble in the Hβ profile of Pop. B sources. Its presence has
been debated for Civ λ1549, several convincing argu-
ments notwithstanding (Sulentic and Marziani 1999).
Sulentic and Marziani (1999) ascribed the Civ λ1549
NC to the innermost, densest part of the NLR. Empir-
ical isolation of the Civ λ1549NC is often ambiguous,
as it merges smoothly with the underlying BC. While
its contribution to the total Civ λ1549 flux is small, it
can significantly affect line width measures. However,
the very high luminosity of the HE sample may imply
that the NC is contributing little to both BC flux and
width (Netzer et al. 2004).

2.3 Modelling and measuring the broad Civ λ1549
profile

Fig. 2 illustrates the Civ λ1549 line decomposition
into a BC and a blueshifted component, for Pop. A,
and into BC, VBC and blueshifted component for Pop.
B (right panel). Radial velocities are measured for the
peak intensity Ip, and for the centroids (black spots) at
different fractional intensities. The same decomposition
can be applied also to Hβ, although the blue shifted
component is usually close to or below the noise level.
Line centroids at fractional intensity are independent of
multi-component decomposition, and will be considered
for a quantitative statistical analysis in the following
discussion.
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Fig. 1 Absolute B magnitude vs z for the HE sample with
ISAAC observations (red dots). A random subsample of
the Véron-Cetty and Véron (2010) catalog is also plotted
(grey dots). The absolute magnitude associated with two
flux limits (17.5, apropriate for the HE survey) and (21.6,
appropriate for the SDSS) are shown as function of redshift.
Regions representing a low-z control sample and a GTC
sample of faint quasars at intermediate z (as described in
Sulentic et al. 2014) are shown shaded in yellow.

3 Sample selection, observations and data
analysis

Our sample was drawn from 52 quasars from the
Hamburg-ESO survey (Wisotzki et al. 2000) observed
with ISAAC in the Hβ spectral range to obtain reliable
rest frames, in the redshift range 0.9 . z . 3 (most
with z . 3). The Civ λ1549 line was observable from
ground ( z >∼ 1.4) for 32 sources, and Civ λ1549 was
actually observed at TNG (equipped with DOLORES)
and VLT (equipped with FORS2) for 28 quasars (here-
after the HE sample). The quasar HE sample includes
15 Pop. A and 17 Pop. B sources. A control sam-
ple (CS) for which Hβ and Civ λ1549 observations are
available at low z and low luminosity was extracted
from 130 HST/FOS Civ λ1549 observations (Sulentic
et al. 2007). Fig. 1 illustrates the placement of the CS
and of the HE sample in the absolute magnitude vs.
redshift plane. In this paper we will use all of the 130
FOS observations, which means the addition of a mi-
nority of sources more luminous than MB ≈ −25. An
additional sample of GTC observations of faint quasars
at high-z has been also used, to help distinguish redshift
from L effects.

Previous observations of Hβ for the HE sample were
discussed in a series of papers (Sulentic et al. 2004,

2006b; Marziani et al. 2009). Data analysis has been

carried out with multicomponent maximum-likelihood

fits in both the UV and optical rest-frame range. The

IRAF task SPECFIT (Kriss 1994) allows for the in-

clusion of most-frequently observed components in the

spectra of extragalactic sources. Specific to the analysis

of Civ λ1549 and Hβ in quasars, we considered a local

power-law, Feii emission represented by a scaled and

broadened template. Narrow lines were fit with Gaus-

sians, while broad Civ λ1549 and Hβ were fit using

Lorentzian and/or Gaussians, depending on Population

as described below.

4 Results

Fig. 3 provides examples of Pop. A and Pop. B sources

in the HE sample, with the Hβ and Civ λ1549 spectral

ranges shown side-by-side. The result of the SPECFIT

analysis carried out for these objects is shown in Fig.

4. A most remarkable finding is that the Civ λ1549

profiles show significant blueshifts with respect to the

rest frame (dot-dashed line) for both Pop. A and B.

The amplitude of the blueshifts are however larger for

Pop. A than for Pop. B. A detailed analysis of the full

dataset will be presented elsewere. Here we focus on

results concerning the relation between blueshift and

quasar luminosity.

4.1 Luminosity and radio-loudness effects on quasars

blueshifts

The significance of these results can be appreciated

by comparing the distribution of Civ λ1549 line shifts

(centroid at half maximum, c( 1
2 )) in four luminosity

bins (Fig. 5). The two panels for logL ≥ 47 show the

distribution for the HE sample, while the distributions

at lower luminosity are drawn from the control sample.

The left panel isolates Pop. A (shaded blue) while the

right one RL sources (shaded red). Pop. A sources

are associated with the largest shifts, while RL sources

dominate the redshifted part of the distribution at low

z. It is not the case that RL sources do not show any

blue shift; however the blueshift amplitudes rarely ex-

ceed 1000 km s−1, and the luminosity dependence is

shallower than for RQ (Richards et al. 2011). We can

consider that the effect of radio loudness on Hβ is not

remarkable, if the comparison is restricted to Pop. B

sources, as appropriate since there are very few Pop.

A RQ. The redward asymmetry seen in Pop. B RL

is seen in Pop. B RQ as well (Marziani et al. 2003b;

Zamfir et al. 2010). It does not seem that the redward

asymmetry is a phenomenon exclusive to RL sources
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Fig. 2 Mock Civ λ1549 profile illustrating the line decomposition into a BC and a blueshifted component for Pop. A
(left), and into a BC, VBC and blue shifted component for Pop. B (right). Radial velocities are measured for the peak
intensity Ip, and the centroids (black spots) at different fractional intensities on the full profile, to obtain a quantitative
parameterisation that is independent of the decomposition of the profile.

Fig. 3 Spectra of sources in the HE sample, in the Civ λ1549 and Hβ spectral range, for Pop. A (left) and Pop. B (right).
Abscissæ are rest frame wavelength in Å, ordinates are specific flux in units of 10−15 ergs s−1 cm−2 Å−1.
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Fig. 4 Spectra of sources in the HE sample, in the Civ λ1549 and Hβ spectral range, for Pop. A (left) and Pop. B
(right), after continuum subtraction. Horizontal scale is rest frame wavelength in Å or radial velocity shift from Civ λ1549
rest wavelength (left) or Hβ (right) marked by dot dashed lines; vertical scale is intensity normalized to specific flux at
continuum adjacent the two emission lines. The panels show the emission line components used in the fit: Feii emission
(green), broad and very broad component (red, for Pop. B only), and BLUE (blue). Lower panels show residuals observed
- SPECFIT model.

Fig. 5 Distribution of Civ λ1549 centroids at half maximum, in km s−1, in four quasar luminosity ranges, for the CS and
HE samples. Left: the distribution of Population A sources is shaded blue; right: RL distribution is shaded red.
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(Punsly 2010; Punsly and Zhang 2011), as it is most
prominent right in the HE sample Pop. B sources that
are mostly RQ. Therefore a proper contextualization
may follow the scheme of Fig. 6: while for LILs it is
sufficient to separate Pop. A and B to avoid mixup of
sources in different dynamical conditions, for HIL anal-
ysis it is necessary to distinguish between Pop. B RQ
and RL. The color coding in Fig. 6 reflects the aver-
age Civ λ1549 centroid shifts at half maximum in the
sample of Sulentic et al. (2007): c( 1

2 ) ≈ −900, –250,
+70 km s−1 for Pop. A RQ, Pop. B RQ, and Pop. B
RL respectively. The weakness of the blueshifts in RL
sources makes the redward asymmetry in Civ λ1549
more easily detectable, so that the RL Civ λ1549 pro-
file either look more symmetric or even redshifted (Fig.
5), while the Civ λ1549 profiles of RQ Pop. B sources
are more affected by blue shifted emission, resulting in
a smaller net blueshift on average.

Fig. 6 Contextualization scheme for HILs and LILs. Sep-
aration of RL and RQ is needed for HILs only in Pop. B.
The color coding indicates a predominant blueshift (pale
blue), no significant shift (white), and a predominant red-
shift (red).

Fig. 5 indicates that blueshifts are more frequent at
high luminosity, and that the shift amplitude tends to
increase as a function of luminosity. This is also shown
by Fig. 7: the blueshift amplitude at the line base
depends strongly on continuum luminosity, although it
is probably misleading to interpret the diagram in terms
of a correlation: at each luminosity there is a large
range in shifts. In Fig. 7 we considered twice the c( 1

4 )
as a proxy (as a matter of fact, an underestimate) of
the terminal velocity vt associated with a wind. In the
case of a radiation driven wind, vt can be written as:

vt ∼ vK
√
M L

LEdd
∼
√
GM

L
1
2

√
M L

M
(1)

where we have assumed that the Keplerian velocity can
be written as v2K = GM/R, and that the radius scales
with the square root of the luminosity, as found from

reverberation mapped sources (Bentz et al. 2006, 2009).

If the force multiplier M does not depend on L, then

vt ∝ L
1
4 . In other words, in the case of a radiation

driven wind, under the simplest assumptions, we expect

a pure luminosity dependence (Laor and Brandt 2002,

c.f. Marziani et al. 2013b). The line drawn in Fig. 7

for an arbitrary normalisation shows that a trend |vt| ∼
2c( 1

4 ) ∝ L
1
4 is consistent with the systematic increase

in Pop. A blueshifts (a different normalisation would

account for Pop. B sources as well).

The dynamical relevance of the Civ λ1549 shift

i.e., the shift amplitude normalized by the line half-

width at half-maximum of Hβ (Marziani et al. 2013a),

is |∆v( 1
2 )|/HWHM(Hβ) >∼ 1 in the most extreme

quasars. As is possible to appreciate from Fig. 4, the

Civ λ1549 line is almost blueshifted with respect to

the rest frame of the quasar. However, we do not see a

strong dependence on line luminosity: the largest nor-

malised shifts are observed in the control sample, at

moderate L (logL ∼ 44; right panel of Fig. 7).

4.2 Extreme outflows in extreme quasars: weak lined

quasars

Weak Lined Quasars (WLQs) have been a surprising

discovery, since they are radio quiet quasars with usu-

ally low equivalent width of Civ λ1549 (≤ 10Å) and

Lyα (≤ 16 Å, Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Shemmer

et al. 2010). The insight gained by the contextualiza-

tion of low redshift quasars Civ λ1549 profiles allows

to frame them relatively easily. Pop. A sources, in the

4DE1 context, show lower W (Civ λ1549) (Bachev et al.

2004; Sulentic et al. 2007), and among them we also

found the most extreme blueshifts. We can consider at

first the behaviour of the Civ λ1549 shifts versus equiv-

alent width (Fig 8). Of the five sources (3 in the CS

and 2 HE) all low equivalent width sources show large

Civ λ1549 blueshifts ( <∼ −1000 km s−1). The same re-

sults holds for the WLQs recently observed by Plotkin

et al. (2015), with simultaneous Hβ and Civ λ1549 cov-

erage. Looking at the optical plane of the 4DE1 space

(Fig. 9), we see that all 10 WLQs (CS, HE, and Plotkin

et al. 2015) are Pop. A sources, and most of them in

the domain of extreme Population A with RFeII
>∼ 1.

Apart from the Civ λ1549 line, other features in the UV

spectra are consistent with extreme A quasars revealed

at both high and low luminosity, radiating at high Ed-

dington ratio (Dultzin et al. 2011; Negrete et al. 2012;

Marziani and Sulentic 2014). We conclude that WLQs

should be considered extreme Pop. A sources, probably

among the quasars accreting at the highest rate. This

view is supported by the optical and soft-X analysis of

Luo et al. (2015) who found X-ray properties consistent
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Fig. 7 Behaviour of the Civ λ1549 emission line shifts as a function of continuum luminosity. Left: 2 c( 1
4
) vs continuum

luminosity at 1450 Å. The thick black line shows the simple radiation-driven wind prediction, 2 |c( 1
4
)| ∝ L

1
4 , the thin lines

the best fit for Pop. A and B sources. Filled circles are Pop. A, open circles Pop. B. Data points refer to the CS (grey), to
the HE sample (red) and to the faint high-z sample of Sulentic et al. (2014, , blue). Right: dynamical relevance parameter
c( 1

2
)|/HWHM (Hβ) vs luminosity. Filled symbols are Pop. A; open Pop. B; circles RQ, squares RL. The dot-dashed lines

limit the region where lines could be considered unshifted.

Fig. 8 Civ λ1549 shift in km s−1 vs rest frame W(Civ
λ1549) in Å. Filled symbols are Pop. A; open Pop. B;
circles RQ, squares RL. The vertical dot-dashed line limits
the region of WLQs. Data points refer to the CS (grey),
to the HE sample (red) and to the faint high-z sample of
Sulentic et al. (2014, , blue).

with X-ray shielding by a thick structure possibly the
“slim” disk expected at high accretion rate (§2).

Fig. 9 The optical 4DE1 plane, FWHM(Hβ) vs. RFeII.
Orange: HE data, grey: data from Sulentic et al. (2007).
The stars identify the WLQs in the Sulentic et al. (2007)
sample (black), in the HE sample (red), and in the Plotkin
et al. (2015) paper (magenta).
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5 Discussion: what do the most powerful

outflows mean for galaxy evolution?

The most powerful outflows are believed to produce sig-

nificant feedback effects on the host galaxies (Reeves

et al. 2009; Rupke and Veilleux 2011; Fabian 2012).

The observational evidence of the active nucleus feed-

back is still debated, and rest upon the discovery of

ultra-fast outflows (UFOs, Tombesi et al. 2010), whose

X-ray features are still passible of alternative interpre-

tation. Large Balnicity index BAL QSOs are a minor-

ity of quasars (Vestergaard 2003; Sulentic et al. 2006a;

Trump et al. 2006). On the converse, quasars outflows

are observed in most radio quiet quasars (90% of all

quasars). An order of magnitude estimate of the kinetic

power associated with the Civ λ1549 emitting outflows

is possible under several assumptions that make the

estimate uncertain but not unrealistic (Fabian 2012;

Cano-Dı́az et al. 2012; King and Pounds 2015). We

start considering the fraction of the flux in the Civ

λ1549 blue component that is above the expected pro-

jected escape velocity at r ∼ 1000 Rg. The assumed r

is relatively large in the BLR context and will yield a

lower limit to the kinetic power.

The Civ λ1549 line luminosity associated with the

outflow above escape velocity is given by

L(CIV) =

∫
V

jCIV ff dV ,

(where ff is the filling factor, and jCIV is the line

emissivity per unit volume) which can be written as:

jCIV = hνqlunenl,

for a collisionally excited line, where ne is the elec-

tron density and nl the number density of C3+ ions

at the transition lower level. The collisional excitation

rate qlu (Osterbrock and Ferland 2006)is given by

qlu =
β√
T

Υlu

gl
exp

(
− εlu
kT

)
where gl is the statistical weight of the lower level,

Υlu the effective collision strength, Te the electron tem-

perature, εlu the energy level difference, and β a con-

stant. The Civ λ1549 line luminosity can be connected

to the mass of outflowing ionized gas M ion
out, by con-

sidering that the M ion
out can be written as, under the

assumption of constant density:

M ion
out = 9.5 102 L45(CIV)

(
Z

5Z�

)−1

n−1
9 M�

where the metallicity Z ≈ 5Z� is appropriate for
luminous high z quasars (Hamann and Ferland 1993;
Nagao et al. 2010), and n9 is the density in units of 109

cm−3. The mass outflow rate at a distance r (1 pc)
can be written, if the flow is confined to a solid angle
of Ω, as:

Ṁ ion
out = ρ Ωr2v =

M ion
out

V
Ωr2v ≈ 15L45v5000r

−1
1 M� yr−1

The outflow kinetic power, with outflow v in units
of 5000 km s−1, is:

ε̇ =
1

2
Ṁ ion

outv
2 ≈ 1.2 · 1044L45v

3
5000r

−1
1 erg s−1.

The total energy expelled over a duty cycle of 108

yr is

∫
ε̇dt ∼ 4 · 1059L45v

3
5000r

−1
1 τ8 erg.

This value can be compared to the binding energy
of the gas in a massive bulge/spheroid of mass Msph:

U =
3GM2

sphfg

5Re
∼ 2 · 1059M2

sph,11fg,0.1R
−1
e,2.5kpcerg,

where Re is the effective radius in units of 2.5 kpc,
and fg,0.1 is the gas mass ratio in units of 0.1. Fig.
10 shows the distribution of the blue shifted compo-
nent luminosity above the escape velocity at 1000 Rg

(left panel). The distribution of the corresponding ki-
netic powers is shown in the right panel of Fig. 10, for
Pop. A and B HE sources separately. The luminos-
ity values are enormous, comparable to the bolomet-
ric luminosity of bright quasars in the local Universe,
and the kinetic energy deposed over a quasar life cy-
cle is comparable to the binding energy of a massive
spheroid. We have assumed an escape radius of 1000
Rg, and density n9 = 1. Both parameters could likely
have lower values, making our estimates lower limits to
the M ion

out and hence to the kinetic power. Consistent
results come from an analogous analysis of the [Oiii]
λλ4959,5007 blue shifted emission. It is possible that
we are, at least in part, considering the same outflows.
However, if the [Oiii] λλ4959,5007 outflows can also be
due to extranuclear star formation, this is very unlikely
for the Civ λ1549 broad line, that can be safely asso-
ciated with processes occurring in the active nucleus.
We also note that the WLQs do contribute significant
kinetic power the low line equivalent widths notwith-
standing, also because their line blueshifts are among
the largest ever observed.
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Fig. 10 Left: Distribution of Civ λ1549 emission line luminosity, in ergs s−1. Top panel: shaded blue is the fraction above
projected escape velocity. Dark blue identifies WLQs. Bottom panel: same as top, with the identification of RL sources.
Right: distribution of kinetic power for Pop. A (top) and Pop. B (bottom), in units of ergs s−1.

6 Conclusion

4DE1 provides an interpretation framework at low as
well as at extreme luminosity. The Civ λ1549 analy-
sis reveals blueshifted emission associated with quasars
outflows in RQ quasars, with high amplitude shifts be-
ing apparently more frequent at high L. Contextualiza-
tion of HIL requires not only a distinction between Pop.
A and B, but also that RL and RQ sources are kept
separate, with RL sources showing blueshifts of sys-
tematically lower amplitude, no shifts or even redward
asymmetric Civ λ1549 profiles. “Unexpected” luminos-
ity effects are not seen (§4.1): larger Civ λ1549 shifts
at high L are expected for a simple radiation-driven
wind. Otherwise, the outflow phenomenology is self-
similar over a wide range of L: Fig. 7 shows that large
blueshifts (& 1000 km s−1) are possible over at least a
4.5 dex in luminosity, and that the Civ λ1549 shift “dy-
namical relevance” is distributed over the same range
at moderate and high L. The most extreme cases of
blueshifts include the WLQs that, in the 4DE1 context,
are revealed to be predominantly extreme accretions
(i.e., WLQs belong to the xA class of Marziani and Su-
lentic 2014). The Civ λ1549 blueshift-dominated pro-
file in the most luminous sources supports the idea that
a nuclear outflow may be at the origin of galactic-scale
feedback effects.
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